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The general idea
Travel to an interesting 
place — interesting 
doesn’t necessarily 
mean exotic, 
expensive, or 
dangerous


Bring a manageable 
amount of equipment 
(100 pounds or so, not 
a hard limit)


Use simple, effective 
equipment, antennas, 
and techniques


Concentrate on doing 
things right, even if you 
aren’t doing things big



Science and planning
The key thing for a 
successful 100 Pound 
DXpedition is planning


Collect a solid set of 
equipment long before 
a trip and learn it well


Set goals for your 
DXpedition and treat it 
as you would any 
important personal 
project


Learn enough about 
the science of the 
hobby to make good 
trade-off decisions



It has to fit into this
Transceiver, power 
supply, tuner, headset, 
foot peddle, paddles


Antennas, coax, 
connectors, masts, 
rope, coils, wire


Computer, clothes, 
toothbrush, etc.



2 S-units



PROJECT
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Set goals
Have a great and relaxing vacation with Sandy


Go someplace easy, no licensing issue


Operate in a contest


Get materials for my FDIM talk


Talk to some friends back home while there


Try to set a record in the contest







Fishing poles and BPs
Great property


Roof mounted


33’ mast 80m V


20’ pole 40m V


15m whip


Buddipole dipole on 16’ mast (so about 35-40’ high) 
for 20m


Not enough coax, 15m antenna unnecessary

























A 48 hour contest where everybody can work 
everybody


QSOs have points based on where the other 
station is (different continent, country, etc.)


Prefixes are multipliers (KP2 is a mult, W1 is a 
mult, KB7 is a mult, etc.)


Score is total points times total multipliers

What is a WPX contest?



CQ WPX activity



Goal: Set a record



Single band



Single band



Single band



BUDDIPOLE 
COMPONENTS



MOSLEY 2 ELEMENT TRIBANDER

ON A PAINTER’S POLE ON V4 K1P SPECIAL EVENT STATION



Frequency => 28, 21, 14 MHz 

Forward Gain  
10 meters, 2 element => 5.1 dBd 
15 meters, 2 element => 4.5 dBd 
20 meters, 2 element => 3.3 dBd 

Front-to Back Ratio 
10 meters => 17 dB (avg.) 
15 meters => 17 dB (avg.) 
20 meters => 17 dB (avg.) 

Boom Length => 6 feet 
Maximum Element Length => 16.67 feet 
Assembled weight  => 8 pounds

MOSLEY 
MINI-32-A

THIS IS A SPECIAL ORDER 
ITEM ~ CUT SUCH THAT THE 

MAXIMUM LENGTH FOR 
EACH PIECE IS 4 FEET. 

THIS FITS INTO A HARD-
SIDED GOLF BAG.



Golf bag



Willing to take more?
Typical baggage 
allowance = 2x50 lbs + 
carry on


Golf bag counts as a 
single bag but can be 
up to 70 lbs


XYL gives you extra 
allowance!



A triband antenna gives 3 bands for one run of coax. Saves 
8 pounds (2 x 4 lbs for 100’ RG-8X)


Four foot pieces requires hard-sided golf bag


Short boom provides only modest gain, but beats a dipole 
and can be rotated


Requires a mast system, possibly a painters pole or pipe


Does require time to setup and disassemble


Everything is a tradeoff!

Tradeoff time











7.5+ DBI AT 20 DEGREES 9+ DBI AT 30 DEGREES

15M 2-ELEMENT YAGI WITH 8 FOOT BOOM 
F/B RATIO 14+ DB



Single band



My world in the contest



My world in the contest



End of first day



I sat and called CQ



2 S-units



PURE EVIL





I sat and called CQ



End of first day



7.5+ DBI AT 20 DEGREES 9+ DBI AT 30 DEGREES

15M 2-ELEMENT YAGI WITH 8 FOOT BOOM 
F/B RATIO 14+ DB



North America record



World record



End of contest



End of contest



Final tally

794 QSOS 
 391 PREFIXES 

TOTAL SCORE = 676,039



Hawaii 2005

Casual works, too
A family vacation can be a 
great backdrop for a 
DXpedition


This is my first effort with a 
newly built K2


Most everything fit in a 
single carryon Pelican case


Signal report before QRP 
indication to avoid the 
"discount"



St. John, USVI 2006

Comfortable position
If you plan on spending 
a lot of time in the seat, 
plan on having a 
comfortable work 
environment


If you rent a villa, see if 
there is a desk or office  
area that can be used 
for your shack



Drive there

K1P Special event


Deer Isle, ME


NA-055 (IOTA)







Boston Harbor NA-148





QSL card planning



Responsibilities
QSLing is a responsibility


Keep a good log. This 
means computer-based 
logging


Use Logbook of the 
World


Use eQsl


Have a BURO account


Have your QSL 
information clearly 
articulated on QRZ and 
other places


Turn around requests 
quickly


Plan on seeing some 
SWL cards





eQSL



LoTW



Not rare, but well done
Have goals that make 
sense and work to 
them


Make a plan to fulfill 
these goals


Test everything as a 
system before you 
leave


Follow through after 
your return with 
QSLing, score 
submission, log 
posting, etc.


Have fun. That's the 
point!




